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Across

4. TSDE stands for___________

7. Hands on __________

9. What online program do we use when 

learning the keys, etc?

13. Double Space means ________ enters

14. The ________ address is who the letter is 

from

15. sit up _______ back against the chair

16. What key allows you to do a continuous 

capitalization?

18. When we created a Biography slideshow, 

we created it on a famous _______.

20. ___________________ is how you calculate 

your speed

21. What program allows you to create a graph 

when typing a spreadsheet

22. Proper ________ leads to better accuracy 

and speed

25. What movie clip did we watch that 

explained the meaning of a Salutation?

27. when typing a table, ____________ goes up 

and down

28. To assess one's typing speed, you need to 

take a ____________

Down

1. ______ slightly up not touching the 

keyboard

2. when typing a table, _________ go across

3. what type of letter did we type in TSDE?

5. Eyes on the ______

6. when sitting at the keyboard, ________ 

should be relaxed

8. A formal way to say hello is 

_______________

10. Feet ______ on floor for balance

11. What online program does TISD use for 

submitting virtual work and other assignments?

12. The more you ______, the better you 

become at typing

17. Single space means ________ enters

19. ______ at your side

23. A formal way of saying good bye is 

________

24. The address the letter is going to is called 

the _______ address

26. What key on the keyboard allows you to 

indent paragraphs?

Word Bank

homerow copy flat wrists elbows

straight technique Touch System Data Entry one two

Salutations closing return letter words per minute

timed writing columns rows Person Business Letter Charlotte's Web

practice Google Sheets Shoulders Texan Edutyping

Schoology Tab caps Lock


